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PSHE-Healthy Me-Piece 2-drugs
L.O. to learn about different types of drugs and their uses and 
their effects on the body particularly the liver and heart

One of the ways that people can keep fit and healthy is by trying not to do things 
that are known to be harmful.
What do you consider to be harmful. Can you make a list?

Calm me – use chime

What is the definition of a drug?



A Drug:
Any substance which causes physiological and/or psychological 
changes to occur.
This includes all legal drugs, including alcohol and tobacco,          
all illegal drugs, volatile substances, and over-the-counter and 
prescription medicines, as well as substances contained in food 
and drinks (e.g. caffeine).

Now think of as many different drugs as you can and come up with a class list. 
You will need this later. 

Can you see any categories or groups in the list of drugs?



• Types of Drug 

• 1. Unrestricted: anyone can buy these drugs 

• 2. Restricted: there are some rules saying who can buy/use these drugs 

• 3. Prescribed: only a doctor can legally give these drugs 

• 4. Illegal: these drugs can ONLY be bought/used illegally

Drugs can be split into four groups: restricted, unrestricted, prescribed and illegal 

Why do you think there are four groups of drugs ? 
Do you think there could be another group. 
Discuss why it is useful to have identified groups. 

Why do you think that some drugs are legal
and some drugs are illegal?

That class list that you made earlier, 
you need to look at it now. Can you 
list the drugs there into one of the 
groups above?

Discuss:
What do you think about drugs? Should all drugs be legal/illegal?
How can people feel better without using drugs?

Further info available at: website www.talktofrank.com.





Coca Cola 

Coffee 

Cough medicines 

Alcohol (can be bought at 18)
Tobacco (can be bought at 18)
Alco-pops
Cough medicines
Calpol
Paracetamol

Cough medicines
Sleeping pills
Inhalers
Insulin
Amphetamines (may be 
prescribed by a doctor)

Cannabis
Ecstasy
Amphetamines (illegal if not 
prescribed)
Heroin
Cocaine


